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Improving financial returns
of selection cuttings
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Province of 
Quebec

Province of 
New-Brunswick

Similar quality of selection?

Very similar forest
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A debate fueled by historical 
practice and unmeasured benefits

Forestry is the science, art and practice of (…)
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Need data to feed the debate
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Jean-Martin Lussier
Researcher – Canadian Wood Fibre Center

« You should use marteloscopes »
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Searched for a definition / description 
of “marteloscope”

• Forestry textbooks

• Forestry dictionaries

• Academic databases

– IngentaConnect

–Agricola

–CAB Direct

– JSTOR

– ScienceDirect

• Wikipedia

• Google
– a few organisations 

had a description of 
their marteloscope
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Since 2012

• Installed 7 marteloscopes in New-Brunswick

• Have used them 

– Research

– Training

– Extension and Knowledge exchange

• Visited some marteloscopes in Europe
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29 marteloscopes promoted by 
the Centre de compétence en 

sylviculture (Switzerland)
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29 marteloscopes of the 
Intergrate+ project
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But, still no definition in the scientific 
or professional literature,

and, most forestry professionals I meet 
do not know about them… 

• Forestry textbooks

• Forestry dictionaries

• Academic databases

– IngentaConnect

– Agricola

– CAB Direct

– JSTOR

– ScienceDirect

• Wikipedia

• Google
– more organisations have a 

description of their marteloscope
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My goal today

1. Define and describe marteloscopes to the 
forestry extension and knowledge exchange 
community

– Spread the word on the potential of this tool

– Stimulate further development
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Marteloscope
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Marteloscope

“the combination of a permanent plot 

(i.e. forest area) with a means to 

summarize and visualize the outcomes of a 

virtual tree selection within that plot”
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Typical plots

• Aimed at 
describing tree 
and stand 
conditions

Marteloscopes

• Aimed at 
describing human 
tree selection 
behavior
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Typically 1 ha plots 
(0,3 ha to 2,5 ha)
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Large plots

• Area sufficient for realistic tree marking 
exercise

• Limit the influence of out-of-plot trees on the 
decisions

• Allow participants to get confortable with 
both the stand conditions and requested 
prescription
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Trees are mapped, measured
and classified

« Gounamitz 2 » Marteloscope
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Gounamitz 2
Acceptable growing stock
Unacceptable growing stock
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Spreadsheet or software

• Initial stand conditions

• Harvest summary

• Residual stand conditions

• Expected future conditions in more advanced 
software

Allows to evaluate if the selection

reached the objectives
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Marteloscopes are used in many 
different management context

• Wood supply

• Ecological function & biodiversity

• Endangered species habitat

• Fire risk management

• Steep slope risk management
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A few examples



Training of forestry professionals
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Relate knowledge to actual trees
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Standardize language and interpretations
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Understand where and how value is
produced
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Test the influence of different harvest
strategies versus objectives
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• Professional foresters

• Forest technicians

• Loggers

• Machine operators
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Photo: Jean-Martin Lussier 2013
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Real time evaluation of your tree
selection choices (reflective learning)

• Source: centre de compétence en sylviculture 31



Opportunity for participants

• Identify discrepancies between intent and 
outcome

• To challenge their beliefs against current state 
of knowledge

• Assess, discuss and adapt their approaches 
and techniques
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Comparisons with results of others

• Source: Centre de compétence en sylviculture 33



Allows to see where and why 
students struggle

• Source: Centre de compétence en sylviculture 34



It facilitate the transition from 
theory to field competency



Extension & knowledge transfer
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Small working groups

• Ideal setup to gather and exchange 
experiences dealing with situations

• See how much one can disagree with the 
reasoning of others
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Photo: Jean-Martin Lussier 2013
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Some experienced forestry professionals learned 
that they were not as good as they thought…
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Introduction to forestry / teachers tours

• See the challenges of trying to reach multiple 
goals

– Wood supply

– Profits

– Wildlife habitat

– Tree vigor / stand health
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Introduction to forestry / teachers tours
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virtual tours www.sylvotheque.ch

• Complement field exercices 
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http://www.sylvotheque.ch/


Research: 
study of human tree selection behavior

• 17 Loggers VS 27 Foresters VS 23 Agronomist

– Capacity to reach a given prescription?

– Agreement on trees to remove?

– Agreement on the reasons why trees are selected?

• Profit / stand improvement / soil protection / salvage / 
regeneration

Spinelli et al. 2016 

Forest Science 62(2)
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Loggers VS Foresters 
VS  Agronomists

• Similar performance of the 3 groups

• Good agreement on trees to preserve

• Little agreement on trees to remove

• Little agreement on reasons
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Rapid expansion of marteloscope 
networks in Europe and North America

• Increased popularity of Continuous cover 
management

• Increased complexity of management 
objectives
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Marteloscopes are proving
to be a powerful tool
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Thank you!
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